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Abstract 
The hypothesis that the West Antarctic ice sheet is inherently unstable 
because its bed is below sea level (the marine ice sheet hypothesis) is 
tested using a one-dimensional ice-flow model. Based on continuity and a 
simplification of the flow law, the model follows a flow line from the ice 
divide, through an ice stream and into an ice shelf. Longitudinal stretching 
is taken to be constant with depth, and a vertically-averaged softness para-
meter is used. The boundary conditions are the current ice sheet, assumed 
to be steady, and specified longitudinal stress near the divide or calving 
front. Lateral flow convergence is specified and vertically-averaged ve-_ 
locities, longitudinal stretching stresses, driving stresses, and resistive 
drag (including basal drag) are calculated. Time-dependent inland ice pro-
files associated with a rise in sea level, are calculated by reducing the 
resistive drag near the grounding line·. Different schemes for the redistri-
bution of drag and resulting glacial responses are presented. Results show 
that local adjustments due to a reduction in resistive drag near the 
grounding line take on the order of 102 years. 
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Introduction 
During the past thirteen years considerable attention has been given to 
the stability of the West Antarctic ice sheet. Conflicting interpretations 
have been advanced to explain the unusual surface elevation profile of this 
ice sheet. Hughes (1975), 'lllomas and Bentley (1978) and Mercer (1978) pro-
pose that West Antarctica is currently unstable and that a rise in sea level 
will cause the ice sheet to disintegrate resulting in a further rise in sea 
level of five meters (Mercer, 1978). Budd and Mcinnes (1979) and Mcinnes 
~.!!:.· (1983) state that West Antarctica appears to be recovering from a 
surge, and so is growing, rather than exhibiting characteristics preceeding a 
surge or disintegration. Still other workers, Whillans (1976) and van der 
Veen (1985), suggest that West Antarctica is stable and that no major changes 
have recently occurred or will take place. 
It is the unique characteristics of the West Antarctic ice sheet that 
have created this growing interest in the ice sheet's stability. In contrast 
to East Antarctica and Greenland, the base of much of the West Antarctic ice 
sheet lies below sea level (Mercer, 1978). 'llle drainage of West Antarctica 
is also mainly through ice streams, which are characterized by high veloci-
ties and plug flow and bordered by nearly stagnant ice, rather than by more 
nearly uniform flow throughout the ice sheet. It is the first of these char-
acteristics that forms the focus of the investigation here: that a rise in 
sea level will float part of the grounded ice sheet off its bed. 
The status of the West Antarctic ice sheet has been discussed in 
qualitative terms, or through models which include many interacting factors 
such as those by 'lllomas and Bentley (1978), van der Veen (1985), and Lingle 
(1984). 'lllese models all include a sliding relation. The model used here 
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does not include a sliding relation but like the others is based on stress 
equilibrium-mass balance feedback, and includes the flow convergence into the 
ice streams. 
The major effect of a rise in sea level or of climatic warming 1s held 
to be the partial flotation of formerly ground ice and a weakening of resis-
tive drag at the grounding line or at some other site such as an island or 
shoal that impedes the flow. Reducing the resistive drag at a site causes a 
thinning of the ice sheet and an inland migration of the grounding line. 
This would then reduce the area of the bed available for resistive drag and 
cause an additional thinning. The process could be self-perpetuating, 
leading to a disintegration of the West Antarctic ice sheet. 
The model used here tests the response of the ice sheet to such a 
reduction in resistive drag. Earlier models include various sliding rela-
tions which are considered somewhat speculative. It may be questioned that 
the calculated responses of the ice sheet are more associated with the 
sliding relation used than with the geometry of West Antarctica. In this 
model a sliding relation is not used, but instead, the resistive drag is 
specified, and the effects of a redistribution of resistive forces are 
calculated. 
Methods 
The adjustment of the ice sheet to a change, such as a rise 1n sea 
level, is studied by first constructing a model of the current ice sheet and 
then altering the distribution of forces on it. The forces are altered by 
decreasing resistive drag in the grounding zone (corresponding to flotation 
off the bed due to a sea level rise), and redistributing the stress elsewhere' 
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1n order to maintain overall balance of forces. The adjustment of the 
glacier in response to these changes is studied. The startup position for 
the ice sheet is the condition today. Altering the values of resistive drag 
generates new ice sheet profiles. 
Determining the Present Distribution of Resistive Drag: 
The resistive drag is calculated from the geometry of the ice sheet and 
longitudinal stress gradients. The profile of the ice sheet has been mea-
sured and longitudinal stresses are calculated from strain rates, or velocity 
gradients, along the selected flow line. These velocity gradients are ob-
tained by assuming the ice sheet to be in equilibrium so the velocity is just 
adequate to evacuate the annual accumulation. The annual accumulation is 
held constant at O.lm/a. A flowline passing through ice stream B is used 
(Figure 1,2). 
The equation of flow continuity used to calculate velocities is written 
as: 
oHU 
ox 
HU + 0 = oH (1) 
R ot 
in which U represents the average horizontal velocity through the thickness 
of the ice sheet, R is the radius of curvature of elevation contours, b the 
net annual accumulation and t is time. The use of the second term of 
equation (1) to describe horizontal lateral convergence or divergence is 
described fully in Van Heeswijk (1983). Equation (1) is solved for mJ and 
then U along the flowline. 
The flow law is used to link the velocity gradients, (oU/oX), obtained 
with stretching stresses (Paterson, 1983): 
-oU 
ox 
kt 2 e 
(J I 
x 
(2) 
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cr ' represents an appropriately weighted mean-longitudinal deviatoric stress. 
x 
A is the softness parameter and ~ 2 is the effective shear stress and 1s 
e 
equal to (~ 2 + ~ 2). The full solution of this relation requires the 
xx xz 
shear stress -which varies with depth. The present model does not include a 
vertical dimension and a simplified version of equation (2) is used. 
In order to make the problem one-dimensional, the importance of shear 
stress in the flow law is neglected. The flow law is thus written as: 
oU 
ox 
Acr '3 
x 
The simplification 
(3) 
is valio if ~ 2 ~ cr •2. For ice stream B this is a valid 
e x 
simplification (Whillans, 1986), and the simplification is also appropriate 
for most of the ice shelf. The value of A varies according to ice tempera-
ture and the relative role of shearing on horizontal planes. In this work, 
however, a constant value for A is used along the entire flow line. 
Using the simplified flow law (3) the stretching stresses are calculated 
from velocity gradients and used to determine the resistive drag. The resis-
tive drag is calculated from stress-equilibrium. It is described by Paterson 
(1983) as: 
ocr I H 
+ 2
ox 
x (4) ~ = ~d r 
oh (5) ~d = -pgrx 
where ~ 1s the resistive drag, p is the density of ice, g is acceleration 
r 
due to gravity, H is the ice thickness, x is the horizontal distance from the 
divide and cr ' is the longitudinal deviatoric stress. The driving stress, 
x 
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~d' as the equation shows is readily calculated from the measured geometry 
of the ice sheet. The resistive drag is thus equal to the driving stress 
plus an adjustment for differential pushes and pulis along a flow line as 
described the last term in equation (4). 
Figure 3 shows the calculated distribution of resistive drag along the 
flowline from the ice divide to the calving front. Where the ice is grounded 
most of the resistance occurs as basal drag. For the ice shelf the resistance 
occurs at islands and shoals or as side drag. The grounding line is deter-
mined by bouyancy of the ice in sea water. As in van der Veen's model 
(1985), this method allows for a smooth transition from the inland ice 
through the ice stream to the ice shelf across the grounding line. A major 
difference is that in this work shear on horizontal planes, which is 
important in the inland ice, is not considered here. 
Response to a Change in Resistive Drag: 
It is possible to vary and redistribute the resistive stress as 
calculated above for the present day ice sheet, and to study the ice sheet's 
response. The equations as previously described are used in the reverse 
order to determine future ice sheet profiles. Here the distributed resistive 
drag, ~ , is specified and the ice sheet thickness changes with time are 
r 
calculated. 
From the distributions of resistive drag and driving stress new 
stretching stresses are obtained using the equation of stress-equilibrium 
(4). The stretching stress in turn is used to calculate the stretching rate 
of the ice. From the stretching rate velocities are determined, and by using 
these in the equation of continuity, the change in ice thickness with time 
can be calculated. 
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The thicknesses obtained after each time step are used in the equation 
of stress-equilibrium and the computational cycle is repeated. The resistive 
drag distribution remains unchanged after the start of the forward calcu-
lation, but because the ice thickness and driving stresses change, the 
stretching stresses are affected. In turn the velocity gradients, velocities 
and oH/ot are affected. This set of calculations is thus stepped through 
time to describe the adjustment of the ice sheet. If stable, the ice sheet 
will find a new configuration of balance (oH/ot = 0). 
Numerical Techniques: 
Tables 1 and 2 are flow charts which describe the solution of the set of 
equations used in the model. The technique of finite differencing is used 
for the numerical solution. 
To achieve better numerical stability the expression (oHU/oX) from the 
- -
equation of continuity is split into its components H(oU/oX) + U(oH/oX). If 
the full expression (oHU/oX) is used, calculations at even and odd grid 
points are independent of one another and results show waves along the 
flowline of wavelength twice the grid spacing. 
In the forward calculation, or "start-up" procedure, calculations are 
made by averaging values along grid nodes horizontally. In the reverse cal-
culations it is necessary to average both horizontally and over time. In 
order to calculate new thicknesses (H') after a time step, velocities (U') 
and stretching stresses (a '') at the new time must be known. An iterative 
x 
technique is used for each time step to make such a calculation, using 
present-day velocities, thicknesses, and stretching stresses as the initial 
conditions for this iterative procedure (Table 2). 
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A time step of one year and a distance step of 5km are sufficient for 
numerical stability. a ' is calculated half-way between grid nodes and all 
x 
other values are on the grid nodes. 
Discussion 
A decision on the distribution of forces must be made in applying the 
model. This is necessary because the sum total of forces acting on the 
glacier.must at all times equal zero. If the resistive drag at one site 1s 
altered, there must be a compensating change in a force elsewhere to maintain 
net force balance. This compensation could occur with a change in resistive 
drag in some other place, with a change in longitudinal force acting at the 
ice divide or with a change in the force from the ice shelf. The model as 
described above does not indicate which compensation is appropriate, but some 
possibilities are more attractive than others. 
A less attractive version is an immediately increased tension at the ice 
divide in response to a reduction 1n resistive drag near the grounding line. 
This means that part of the driving force that was formerly balanced by re-
sistive drag is held instead by extra longitudinal tension all the way to the 
ice divide. This tension causes immediate thinning of that entire region. 
We calculate this rapid transmission of stress to be unrealistic. 
Even less attractive is a model with immediately increased compression 
or buttressing from the ice shelf to compensate for the reduced resistive 
drag near the grounding line. This would result in immediate growth so that 
it contacts more islands or other obstructions. 
A local redistribution of forces seems to be more realistic. If the 
drag just up-glacier from the grounding line is reduced this requires a 
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nearby increase in resistive drag. Various versions of this are possible and 
we have elected to increase the resistive drag immediately up-glacier from 
the region where it was reduced. Resistive drags down-glacier are very small 
and immediate increases there are perhaps less likely. 
The effect of reducing drag near the grounding line and increasing it 
up-glacier is shown in Table 3. Initially the stretching stresses are in-
creased in the region of reduced and increased resistive drag. This leads to 
increased stretching and thinning. The geometry of the glacier adjusts until 
the new driving stresses approximately balance the new distribution of resis-
tive drag. As indicated in Table 3, this adjustment occurs in about 
200 years. 
This readjustment introduces a second order problem. As the geometry of 
the glacier changes, the driving stress and net driving force change and for 
force balance there must be some further force compensation. This causes 
secondary effects to occur elsewhere, either on the ice shelf, inland ice, or 
both. It is not important where the secondary effects occur, as shown by two 
sets of calculations which allowed for the two extreme possibilities of force 
compensation. The timescale of change and the final ice sheet profiles for 
these two experiments are virtually the same (Table 3) and so this second 
order effort can be neglected. 
The response of the ice sheet is rapid (Table 3). Part of the 
explanation for this is that the changes are small and thus do not take long 
to affect the ice sheet. The adjustments also occur locally, which enables 
the ice sheet to respond faster than if adjustments were to traverse the 
length of the ice sheet. 
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Of significance is that although the reduction of resistive drag covers 
a zone of 115 km, the grounding line retreats by only 45 km. This indicates 
that there 1s a feedback effect that works against disintegration of the 1ce 
sheet. To test this further, a second reduction of resistive drag after 200a 
is applied to the ice sheet (Figure 3). This represents inland migration of 
the ungrounding zone. The ice sheet adjusts in a similar manner to the first 
reduction. The response is rapid and small. 
The stabilizing feedback effect is the requirement of gross force 
balance to be effected by local adjustment in resistive drag. For this 
model, the ice is sufficiently soft that it adjusts its geometry such that 
the driving stress locally balances resistive drag, except for small unimpor-
tant departures due to longitudinal stress gradients. Thus the major changes 
in geometry occur quickly and mainly at the sites where resistive drag is 
altered. The bed slope, as noted by .earlier authors, 1s not sufficiently 
reversed that grounding line retreat is unstable. We have tried a number of 
redistributions of basal drag and always find rapid adjustment to a near 
stable configuration that is not radically-different from the present ice 
sheet. 
The next level of discussion is the mechanics of determination of 
resistive drag. We have not attempted that here but prior workers have used 
sliding law to describe that. We suggest that possible instabilities in 
West Antarctica are not likely associated with these mechanics. 
For the above experiments the softness parameter, A, and annual 
accumulation, b, are held constant for the entire flowline (A = l.8xl0-
25s-l Pa-3 , b - 1 I ) • m a . Calculations using a value of A for ice 20°C warmer 
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(0°C) show that a time step of .1 year rather than 1 year is needed to 
maintain numerical stability, and the response of the ice sheet is greater. 
For softer ice the longitudinal stretching stresses are smaller and ~ more 
r 
closely equals ~ . 
d 
As ~ 
r 
is changed the warmer ice can respond more quickly 
because it is softer and is not so strongly supported by longitudinal 
stresses. Doubling the value of 6 creates larger longitudinal stresses and a 
slightly longer response time. These studies do indicate, however, that the 
model is not highly sensitive to the values of A and o. 
Conclusions 
By incorporating force balance and continuity into a model of a marine 
ice sheet it is found that changes in resistive drag near the grounding line 
have small effects on the ice sheet. Response is rapid and the ice sheet 
appears to adjust in a stable manner to a reduction in resistive drag near 
the grounding line. Although the response time scale is different, van der 
Veen (1985) obtained similar results in his model of a marine ice sheet. 
The adjustments of the ice sheet occur locally. This is because the 
surf ace slopes change until the driving stresses approximately equal the 
resistive stresses. Although the longitudinal stretching stresses may be 
large the longitudinal force gradients become unimportant after the ice sheet 
has adjusted to the changes. 
The effects observed are dependent on the area of changed resistive 
drag. If the redistribution of resistive drag covers a larger area, then the 
ice sheet adjustments will occur over this greater area. niere is little or 
no effect up-glacier and down-glacier of the changes and any effects in these 
areas are secondary effects dependent on the change of the net driving 
force. 
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In these studies the increased drag is placed just up-glacier from the 
reduction in drag. If there is a gap between these changes in drag (if the 
increased drag is placed much farther inland) more ice is drained from the 
ice sheet. This is still not of enough significance to cause catastrophic 
thinning of the ice sheet. 
This model has limitations. Because shearing is neglected in the flow 
law, calculations are most nearly valid for areas of plug-flow such as the 
ice streams and ice shelf. The model is one-dimensional and changes in the 
flowline and lateral convergence are not considered. 
The model presented here is one which does not include the mechanics 
that determine the distribution of resistive drag on an ice sheet, unlike 
those of Lingle (1984) and van der Veen (1985). Because these mechanics are 
not yet clearly understood this model emphasizes the importance of deter-
mining just where a compensating force for a reduced resistive force should 
be placed. Varying the locality and area of force redistribution leads to 
slightly different results but all results point to an ice sheet which 
responds stably to a reduction of resistive drag near the grounding line. 
Derivations: 
Stress Equilibrium: 
x 
Appendix I 
I 
I 
X-toX 
Consider a block of ice with width, w, surface elevation, ~'bed 
elevation, Zb, and resistive stress, Lr• In an ice sheet acceleration can be 
considered negligible, therefore, from Newton's Law the sum of the forces 
should equal zero: 
LJF=ma=O 
In this model the forces acting on the ice sheet which are taken into 
consideration include the resistive stress at the bed times bed area, and 
tectonic force and lithostatic forces acting on the faces at x and x-+Ax. the 
sum of these forces should equal zero. 
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- <f(x) ·W·(Z~(x)-Z\:,(x)) 
"f~V.) 
+)_pg< Zs(x)-2.Jx)) .. w·dz 
~ ... l~) 
resistive stress•area 
tectonic force on left 
lithostatic force on left 
+ crT(x+b.x). w .. ( Zb(x+Ax)-Zb(x-+i'.\x}} tee tonic force on left 
'a-:. (')I. + C!.J() 
- J. g(Zs(x+b.x)-Zb(x+.A.x))·w·dz lithostatic force on right 
1b(11..,.~) 
-_pg(Z5 -Zb)(Zb(x+b.x)-ZJl.)'w force of bed 
=O 
~ is the density of ice and g the acceleration due to gravity. 
(Zs-ZL) is the mean thickness of the section and (Zb(x+AX)-Zf)) is the 
portion of the bed facing the force. 
Let H=Z~(x)-Zb(x) 
H+AH=Z s ( x+Ax)- Z b( x~x) 
Zb=bZ5-bH 
The balance of forces then becomes: 
- a-'(x) .. H+,;O gHl +OT {xiAx) (H+AH}--?g(H+.AH)"). _;.og{ (H+H~H)/2)AZb 
-T~H=O 
Dividing by AX, subsitituting ~-H for Zb, and simplifying yields: 
-1r+(( <fT{x+Ax)(H~)- cr'7(x)(H)} /~x)- g{H+AH/2) Z5=0 
By taking the limit of this as Ax~O the equation can be expressed as: 
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The devia toric stretching stress ~ ' needs to be limited to the 
full stretching stress. In this model the stretching stress is needed 
rather than the tectonic stress. The full stresses acting on a small 
block are as shown. <11.~ is the full stresses, dT, the tectonic stress, 
-P, the 1i thos ta tic pressure, q:' is the devia toric stress, and S is 
the spherical stress. 
and 
S=:k{ CiN<.+o;'f + 0-l.z) 
The stress components acting on the block are 
6'"1"/-:..'5 
c:) ·~:2., ~ -p +- <1"1' 
by substitution 
simplification yields 
. 15 
The deviatoric stress may be written then as ~1 = (fM-5::. -P-ta'-(-Pt~<JT) 
.= ~ifT 
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Because the tee tonic stress is twice the devia toric stress, I <fK , and 
representing Z5 by h, the equation of stress equilibrium may be written 
as follows: 
The resistive drag, t"r, and driving stress, -pgH~, approximately 
balance each other. The difference of the two stresses is balanced by 
a gradient of the stretching stress multiplied by thickness over a 
horizontal distance. 
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Flow Law: 
The flow law is an empirically derived equation which relates the stresses 
acting on the ice sheet with the strain rate (Paterson, 1983). 
\ n-1 I (· · ::. F\ le <5 i ~ 
l l " 
.lo l;;t :i le =: '1";.,x -+- l){ ~ 
A is a temperature dependent softness parameter, E is the strain rate, (f~ is 
the deviatoric stress,and 1"~ is the effective shear stress. It is determined 
that n=3. This model is one-dimensional and does not include a vertical 
dimension, so ~is neglected and the effective shear stress is expressed as 
The flow law for this case is written as 
c 
The strain rate (# is the longitudinal velocity gradient: 
{_ = ou 
M O)(. 
U is vertically averaged velocity and x is the horizontal distance. The flow 
law for this model is written as: 
Increasing the value of A can ·approximately compensate for the neglected 
shear stress. The flow in this form is a one-dimensional expression which 
relates horizontal stretching stresses to horizontal strain rates. 
Continuity: 
The equation of continuity is derived from the principle of conservation 
of mass. Over a cross-sectional area the inputs are added and the outputs 
subtracted to yield the change in thickness over time. 
For this derivation it is assumed that in map view the flow lines are 
parallel. This neglects any effects due to funneling and reduces the problem 
to one-dimension. In the final equation a lateral convergence term has been 
added as described by M. Van Heezwijck (1983). 
'6 ~ ~~r/~~~;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~~/_A~H~~~~~~ 
1' 
H 
~ 
Let b be the annual accumulation, U, the average velocity, H, the 
thickness of ice, and ~y be the width. The mass flux into the box minus the 
mass flux out should equal change in thickness with time. The fluxes into and 
out of the box are summed and set equal to thickness change with time. 
The density,p, and width, D,y, divide out because they are constant. Dividing 
by~ yields: 
Ht.xrG LA) - l-Hx+~1') "G (A,.~x) + 'b ;:::; AH 
~ At 
By taking the limit astot-+O the equation my be expressed as - ~~ +b=-~~ 
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Adding lateral convergence or divergence to the equation yields: 
R is the radius of curvature of surface contours. 
If the difference of the flux into a section from upflow and the flow out 
of the section equal the annual accumulation the the section will be in 
equilibrium and ~O. If they are not equal then there will be a change in 
thickness with time which is explained by the equation of continuity. 
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Appendi.J:c II 
Startup Computer Code: 
1/TS13J4 JOB 'SDX350f32S7J6633'1'DD~NELLAN', 
II R:GI0~=512(1JIME= 0,20J 
l*JOBPARM LINE~=lOOOO 
//ST:Pl EXEC FJ~TVCG,PARM.FORT='LANGLVLC77l' 
//FO~T.S~SIN DD $ 
c 
C STARTUP A0851Jl5 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
THIS PROGRAM CJM?UTES VALJcS OF BASAL D~AG ~SIN~ GIVEN THICK~2SS 
AS THE INPUT DATA 
IMPLICIT OJUBLE PRECISIJN(A-H,O-Z> 
DlMcNSIJ~ HCl,9JJ),0(9JJJ1UCll90J)rXKMC9~0J,RGH(ll900J1 
+5i~~~~l3~0kl~o8~~~~~y§~3~~~~~c~68~,~i~33i!lA3g~f i,~687!sFc9o~J 
VARIABLES l~E DEFINED AS FOLLJWING: H=THI:KNESS,M; e=ACCUM 
~ATE,M1A; U=~ELDCITYfMIA; VEL=VELOClTY,M/S; XK~=HJRIZ 
DIST,KH; X=HORIZ OIS l~; RGH=RHJ*G*H 1 PA; RGHB=RG~18ARS; ~Ai~:B~Y 1 tia~A~rl~§~~i~~~;e~A~~~5s~E~o~A~ 5 ~=1e~~~~~satEv,M 
CQNSTANTS ARE DEFINED AS FJLLOWING: A=FLDW LAW CO~ST,SE-l~PAE-3; 
SPA=SEC/YEAR,S; PA=1JOJ003A~Sl RHO=ICE DENSITY 3KG/ME3; G=GRAVITATIJNAL ACCEL,~1s:2; uELX=ST~P DIST, 1 OK~ 
ASSIGN VALUES FOR CJNSTANTS 
SPA=3.150+07 
A=l.80-25 PA=lOOOOO.o+oo 
RH0=917.J+OO 
G=9•78D+OJ 
DELX=50JJ.O+~J 
112 FW~!.~.rtA~T,6cl1ll2,JD~Ll! ... TAY,. CE u~, u , ~·, STEP EQUALS 1 ,Fs.1, 1 METE~S'//) 
C ASSIGN LOOP VARIABLE 
N=l~25ooo.o+OJ/OELX+l.Q+OO 
~=N-1 
c 
C LABEL ~EAOINGS FJR JUTPUT 
WRITEC& 1100J lOJ FO~MATC CALCULATIJN JF •STARTUP• VALUES'//) 
WRITECb,lJl) 
101 FJ~~ATC 1 XC(M) H(MJ RCKM) AV:RAGE VELOCITY', 
$ 1 OEVIATJRIC STRESS DRIVING srqESS 3AS4L DRAG') 
~RlTEC6,lJ2J 
102 FJR~ATC34X1'(~/A) 1 ,1&x,•csAR)',14X, 1 CBA~>·,11x,• (8ARJ'/) 
c 
C FILL XKH AND B ARRAYS 
t CALCULATE THICKNESS AND RADIUS OF CURVATURE 
STEP=O·D+~O 
JO 1 l=l1M 
B(l)=O·lu+OO 
XCl)=OELX•STEP 
20 
c 
c 
c 
XKMCIJ=XCIJ/1000.0+J~ CALCUL4TE SURFACE PRJFILE 
SlNT=213J.739b3753D+~O 
sx1=-o.oa116124D+JJ 
SX2=-1·16931940-J7 
SX3=7e43lbl700-13 SX4=-2.j24530JD-1S 
SX5=2·6264798D-24 
SX6=-1·3227578D-3J 
SCIJ=SlNT+SXl*XCl)+SX2o(XCil••2·D+OJ)+SX3$(XCil~*3·D+OO)+ 
$SX4~CX(l)$$4eO+OOJ+SXS~(X(lJ$$5e0+jOJ+SX6$(X(l)~$6eD+OOJ 
IFCXCIJ.GJ.525000·0+00) SCIJ=-.1J58D-03*XCIJ+14J•lD+OJ 
CALCULATE SEO PROFILE 
IF CX(l)eLTeSOOOO·O+JJ) THEN 
SINT=2·2343674D-ll 
BXl=-0·021200980+00 
BX2=2·23541670-J6 
8X3=-9.8762255D-ll 
ax4=1.o906B&30-1s 
8~0CIJ=BINT+BXloXCIJ+8X2*CXCIJ0*2•)+00J+BX3oCX(l)*03eO+JOJ+ 
$ SX4*CXCIJ•*4•0+JOJ 
ENO IF 
IFIXCIJ.GE.50000.D+OOJ SED(lJ=-lOOJ.o+oo 
IFCXCJ).Gt.12sooo.o+~O) SEDCI>=·02D+OO$X(l)-35JO. 
IFCXCIJ.GTelSOOOJ.D+JOJ THEN 
SINT=2J275e270112740+JJ 
BX1=-J.40475457J+JJ 
SX2=3·1371758D-J6 
BX3=-1·2514167J-11 3X4=2e7J926240-17 
SXS=-3·01993220-23 
SX6=1·35b39SSD-29 
a=ocIJ=BINT+BXl•XCl>+BX2*CX(IJ$02.D+OJJ+BX3*(X(l)$*3·D+JJ)+ 
$ SX4•CXCl)$04eO+JJ)+BX5$(X(l)0$5eD+JOJ+BX6*(X(l)$$beD+JOJ 
ENOIF lFCXCil.GT.3970JO.O+OOJ BED(IJ=-70J 
SFCIJ=BEQCJJO(l.JO+OJ-1J25·D+O~/RHJJ 
HClilJ=SCIJ-BEDCll 
lf(~(l)eLEeSF(l)l HCl,IJ=S(IJ/(leD+OJ-RHJ/1025.Q+OO) 
CALCULATE RAOIJS OF CURVATURE 
RINT=-1024550a08443342D+OO 
RXl=B·ll7J8578D+JO 
RX2=-l.OOll41230+JO 
RX3=2e86~S497D-J9 
RX4=-2·36180920-14 
~X5=8·50377760-20 
RX6=-lel5145430-25 
RCIJ=RINT+RXl•XCIJ+RX2•CXCIJo•Z·D+JOJ+RX3*(X(l)0$3eD+OOJ+ 
$ RX4*(X{IJ$$4.D+JOJ+RX5*(X(1Joo5.D+JO)+~X6*(X(l)0$6J 
IFCXCIJ.GE.275000.Q+JO) RCIJ=-lOOOJJJ.O+JO 
IFCXCIJ.GE.30~00J.Q+JOJ ~CIJ=-2000JJJ.O+JO 
lFCXtIJ.GE.32;ooJ.D+JO) ~CIJ=-20J0JjJJ.O+JO 
IFCXCJJ.GE.35000J.l)+J0) R(IJ=-2000JJ:>Jo.o+oo,. 
Rll)=R(IJ/2.0+00 
RK~CIJ=RCIJ/lOOOeD+JJ 
STEP•STEP+1.o+oo 
1 CJNTINUE 
BEDCN>=2.o+oooeEO(HJ-BcDCM-l) 
SC~J:2.o+oo~S(MJ-S(M-l) 
~c~J=-20Jo0Jo~o.a+~~12.o+oo 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
RK~CNJ=RCN)/lOOo.o+OJ 
XOU=DELX~STEP 
XKM(NJ=XCNl/1000.0+0~ 
HCl,NJ=SCNJ/(l.O+JJ-RHJ/lJ25.J+OOJ 
ICE SHEET IS D~FINEO AS GRJuNDED PART QF 1c:, ICE SHELF FLJATING 
FINO GROUNDING LINE 
2~N3=~ia~~.o+~OOSEO(J)/~HO 
IFC~Cl,Jl•LT·GRNDJ THEN 
l(:J 
GJ TO 50 
ENOIF 3 CO~TINUE 50 (=J 
SET ALL VELJCITIESl DRIVING STRESSES AND BASAL SH2~R STR2SS~S AT ICE DIVIDE EQU L TO ZERJ 
DO 4 l=l,10 
UtlflJ=~·D+OO 
RGH Ifl)=~·D+:>O RGrlBC ,11=0.o+oo 
TAUiH lfl) =O.O+OJ 4 TAUBBC ,lJ=J.O+OJ 
CALCULATE VELOCITIES FRDM CJNTINUITY 
U(l,2J=B(2J*DELX/H(l,2J 
DD 5 1=2 M HUR=Htl f J$U(l,IJ/RCI) 
BOX=CBCf J-HURJ*Z·D+OJ*uELX UH=H(l!lJ•UCl,I-ll+U(lflJ*(H(l,1-lJ-HClsl+lJJ U(lfl+ J=CB~X+UH)/H(l, ) 
5 co~ INUE 
00 11 1=21N . 
WRITEf03,1llJUCl,Il 
11 CONTINUE 
CALCULATE SIGMA X 
CJNVERT PASCALS TO BA~S FJR OUTPUT STR=sses 
OJ 6 J=21N 
DELJ=U(l,JJ-UCl,J-1) 
VEL=DELU/SPA IFCVEL.GJ.O.Q) THEN 
SIGXtl,JJ=,VELICA*DELXJJ••Cle0+0~/3.Q+jOJ 
ENDIF 
IFCVEL•Ll•O•OJ THEN SIGX&l,JJ=-l·D+OO•COABSCVEL/CA*DELXJ))O$(l.O+J0/3.Q+jJJ 
ENJIF 
SlGXBC1 1 JJ=SIGXCllJJIPA W~ITEtOl1lllJSIGX l,JJ 111 FJ~~ATCFt6el9) 6 CONTINUE 
CALCULATE BASAL DRAG FRJM STRESS EQUILIBRiu~ FJ~ ICE SHEET 
00 1 J=2f M SLJPE=(S J+lJ-SCJ-lJJ/CXCJ+lJ-X(J-llJ 
RGHClIJJaRHOoGoH(l 1 J)$SLJPE 3~1!~=~t!x1I~~!1t!1~~r~jf+~?1~3!1JJ/Z.~D+OO-~IGX(l,JJ• $(H(l,J-l)+h(1,J)J/Z.JD+JO 
22 
c 
TAJ3CllJJ=(2.JO+JJ~DSIG~/DELXJ-RGHCl,JJ TAJBBC 1 Jl=TAuBCl,Jl1PA 7 CONTINUi: 
C WRITE RESULTS FOR OUTPUT 
00 B J=l{M WRITECl1 lOJTAUSCl,JJ 110 FOR~ATC~30e23J 
',,. 
8 CD~TINUE 
103 WRITEC6{103JXKMt1JiH(l,1J,RKH(lJ,UC1 1 1J,RGHBC1 1 1J,TAUBBfl 1 1J FO~~ATC X,F5.0,4X,r7•2,1X,Fl3•21&X,F~.3,30x,:1l•S15X,El2.,J 00 9 J=2,H 
IFCJ.EQ.KJ WRITECb,lJ7J 
107 FO~MATC•------------- 1 > 
lo '- WRITEC6il04!SIGXBC1,JJ ~ FOR~Al()0Xscl2.5) 
WRITEC61103JX(M(JJ,HC1,JJ,RKM(JJ,U(l,J),RGHB(l,J),TAUBac1,JJ 9 CONTlNUt: 
~RlTEC&,104lSIGXSCl,NJ 
WRITEC61105JXKM(NJ~H(l,NJ,RKMCNJ U(l NJ 105 FORMAT( X,F5.0,4X,r6el 1 2X,F9.2 1 2i,FI3.3J 00 10 l=l N 
WRITEC61237JSCIJ,BEDCIJ 
201 FO~~ATCrlJ.2,4x,F1~.2J 
10 CJ~JINUE 
~RITEC6 1 106J 106 FJRMATC l' J STOP 
ENO 
f/GO.fTOlFOOl DD DSN=TS1304.TAUB, 
f / UNIT=USERDA, 
'' DISP=CJLO,CATLG 10ELETE>, 
'I SPACE=(TRK (512J1RLSE) 
fl DCB=CBLKSiiE= ZOJO,REC~M:F2,LRECL=80J f/GOeFT02FOOl OD OSN=TS1304.SIGMAX, 
f / UNIT=USERDA . 
fl DISP=CJLO,ClTLGfDELETEJ, 
;I SPACE=CTRK CS 2 1RLSEJ · 
'/ DC8=CBLKSifE=l2oJOfREC~M=FB,LRECL=80) 
'IGO.FTJ3F001 00 OSN= Sl304.VEL, 
'I UNIT=USERDA, 
'I DISP•(JLO,CATLG 1 0ELETE>, . 
'I SPACE=CTRK,(5i2J1RLSEJ 
i/ oce=CSLKSIZE= 20oO,REC~~=FB,LRECL=80J 
'IGO.SYSIN DO o 
, (I 
'I 
23 I 
Response Computer Code: 
//T5!304 JJB 'SOX35Jf32S70o&S3 1 , 1 DONNELLAN 1 , 
II R:GION=512<1TIME= 3,241 
/*JOBPARM LINE~=lOOOl 
II EXEC FJRTVCG,PAR~.FO~T='LANGLVLl77J 1 ,TIME=C3,24J 
//Fu~T.SYSIN DD • 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
RESPJNSE A0d50405 
C~LCULATIDN JF TIME RESPONSE USING GIVEN THICKN:ss 
, A~~~~~l~N ~t~35i,~~~z~5J 0~1~o~J 0x~~,4001,RGHc4oJ1,xc4)0J, +SIGXC400J,TAUBC40lJ,RGHSf40llfSfGXBC400JiTAUBBC400J1~ELC~JJJ 
8f~~~~f8~ ~i~~8~J 61 ~1~8~1~A~8~,48bj 03· ~~~l~~A1~~l~5b~oo> 81~~~~18~ Y~~,1~gll~~!~~~!3~f~~~~~4gAru~b~f~i~~~!~8~~c400> 
DIMENSION BOTAC4JQJ,BOT3C400J,SIGP?C400),SFC90J),RGHFC4JOJ 
W~ITE TITL: DF PROGRAM 
~RITECo lJOJ · 10) Fu~~A1c'1•,•cALCULATION JF NEW THICKNESS USl~G GIVEN 64SAL', 
$' ORAG'1J 
C LABEL H:AOl~GS ANO WRITE RESuLTS FJR OJT?UT 
WR1TEC6,101J 
101 FORMAT(' XCKHJ HC~) ~CKMl AVERAGE VELOCITY •, $'0EVIATJRIC STRESS D~IVING ~TRESS BASAL DRAG DH/OT') 
WRITECb 102) 
102 FJRMATC~9x,• (MIA)' ,1&x,• (BAR)' ,14x,• CBAR). ,11x,• (BAR)'/) 
c C Vi\RIABLES AR: JEFINEJ As· FJLLDWING·: H=THIC!(NESS,M; BA=ACCUH 
C ~ATf,MIA; U=V~LOCITYfMIA; VEL=VELOCITY 1 M/S; XK~=HJRIZ C OIST,(H; X=HORlZ DIS 1 M; ~GH=RHJ*GOH,PA; ~GHe=~GH,BARS; C SIGX=OEVIATORIC STRESS 1 PA; SIGX3=SIGX,SARS; TAUB=3ASAL C ORAG,PA; TAUeB=TAUB,SA:<S 
c C CJNSTA~TS DEFINED AS FJLLJ~ING: FLOW=FLJW LAW CONST1SE-l*PA~-3; C SPA=SEC1,EAR,S; PA=l:>OJOOBARS; RHD=ICE DENSITY 1 KG/Mt3; C G=GRAVITATIJNAL ACC:L,MIS~2; ~ELX=STEP DIST, 2,KM 
SPA=3·150+07 
c 
c 
c 
c 
FLOW =1·80-25 
PA=lOOOJo.oo+:>o 
RHJ=917eJD+OO 
G=9e78D+OO OELX=5u:>o.oo+oo 
BE=J.10+00 
TlME=l·JD+OQ 
ASSIGM LOOP VARIABLE 
~=ll250JO.D+JJ/02LX+l.JO+OO 
H=N-1 
FILL XKM ANO BA AR~AYS ANO CALCULATE THICK~cSS lNO RADIUS DATA STE?ao.oo+oo 
24 
00 1 l=l,M 
XCJ)=OELXOSTEP 
XKMCIJ=XCIJ/1000.0D+OO 
BACIJ=O·lD+JO C CALCULATE SURFACE PRJFILE 
SINT=213Je739&3753J+OO 
SX1=-0·00llbl24D+OO 
SXZ=-1·16931940-)7 
SX3=7•431&170~-13 SX4=-2.J24530JD-18 SX5=2·62&4798D-24 
SX&=-1·32275780-3J 
SCl)=SINT+SXl•XCIJ+SX2$(XCl)$$2eD+OOJ+5X3*(X(l)$$3eO+JOJ+ 
$SX4•CXCl)004eO+OJJ+5X5~CXCl)$*5·D+OOJ+~X6*(X(IJ$$6e0+)J) 
1FCXCJ).GJ.52500J.O+JOJ SCIJ=-.1J5BD-03*XCIJ+l4J.10+0l C CALCULATE BED PROFILE 
IFCXCll·Ll·50JOOO+~J) THEN 
81NT=2·23436740-ll 
ax1=-o.021200930+0J 
8X2=2·23541670-J6 6X3=-9.87622550-ll 
ax4=1.J905S&30-1s 
BEDCIJ=BINT+eXl*XCIJ+3X2•CXCI>**2•J+OJJ+8X3o(X(l)**3•D+OOJ+ $ 8X4o(XCll*o4.0+JOJ END IF 
1FCXCI).GE.5000J.J+JOJ 3~DCIJ=-lOOJ.)+OJ 
IFCX(IJ.GT.125000.o+JO) aEDCIJ=.02D+JO*X(l)-350J. 
IFCXCJJ.GJ.15JOOJ.Q+JOJ THEN 
8INT=20276·270112740+JJ 8Xl=-0.40475457D+Ol 3X2=3el3717580-Jo 
SX3=-1·2514lo70-ll 6X4=Z·7092624D-17 
BXS=-3·01993220-23 3Xb=le356393BD-29 
ScDlll=BINT+BXl$X(l)+BX2*(X(IJ**2·D+OJJ+eX30(X(l)003.Q+JJ)+ 
$ 3X4$(X(l)$$4eD+JJ)+8XS~(X(lJ«$5eO+JOJ+3X6*(X(lJ0$6.D+JOJ ENOIF 
IFCXCIJ.GJ.39700J.D+JOJ BEDCIJ=-70~.0+JJ SFCil=BEO(lJO(l.jD+O)-lJ25.0+00/RHJ) 
HCll=SCI>-e=oc11 
IFCS(ll·LE·SF(l)) H(IJ=S(l)/(leD+OJ-RHJ/1025eO+JOJ C CALCULATE ~ADIUS OF CURVATU~E 
RINT=-1024550.J9443342D+OO 
RX1=8.DJ7~85780+JJ 
~X2=-J.JOJ14123D+'J 
~X!=2·86484970-J9 
RX4=-2·361S092D-14 
RX5=B.5a37776D-2J 
RX6=-lel5145430-25 
~Cll=RlNT+RXl*XCIJ+RX2~CXCIJ**2·D+OJ)+~X3*(X(l)**3•)+0J)+ 
$ RX~•CXCil•*4•0+JOJ+RX5*(XClJ$$5eO+JJJ+~X6$(X(IJ•*6•J+OJ) 
IFcx11J.GE.2750JO.O+)OJ RllJ=-lOOOJJ).Q+JO IFCX IJ.GE.3000JJ.O+JJJ Rl1J=-20JOJJJ.O+JO 
IFCXCIJ.GE.3250JJ.Q+JJJ RCIJ=-20JOJJJJ.J+OO 
IFCXCJJ.GEe35000J.O+JOJ RCIJ=-Z~OOOJJJJ.)+00 
~CIJ=RCIJ/2.0+00 
RK~CIJ=R(IJ/lJOO.D+JJ 
STEP=ST~P+l.OD+JJ 1 ca~TINUE 
25 
BEO(Nl=2·D+OO~BEJCMl-8EOCM-ll SCN)=2·D+OO•SCMJ-SCM-ll 
HC~JzSCNl/Cl.O+OJ-RHJ/lJ25·D+lOl 
~(Nl=-Z~OOOOOJO.O+JOl2•J+O) 
RKH(Nl=R(N)/l~OO.D+Jl 
XC~l=DELX*STEP 
XKMCNJ=XCNl/l~OJ.O+JO 
ICE SHEEl IS DEFINED AS GRJJNDED PART JF ICE, ICE SHELF FL3ATING 
FINO GROUNDING LINE 
~~~g=~i~z~.o+~O*BEDCJl/RHO 
IF(H(JJ.LT·GRNDJ THEN 
KGRND=J GO TO 50 
ENOIF 3 CJ~TINUE 
50 KGRNDP=KGRND 
READ BASAL DRAG, SIG~AX, V:LOCITY 
00 2 I=l1M ~~~gt§:i~f J~1~~il!11 
~ia~~1filt~~1!~tl+lJ/PA 
201 FORMATlF30e23l 
111 FO~HATfFZ&·l9l TAUBB1Il=TAU8Cl)/PA 
SlGXPCl+ll=SlGXCI+lJ SIGXBCI+lJ=SIGX(l+ll1PA 
2 CONTINUE 
9 ~~?11J:~1~1 
FD~CE=SIGXC2J$(H(l)+HC2JJ/2·D+OO 
FO~CEP=FORCE 
ESTABLISH FINAL VALUES JF ~ESISTIVE. DRAG 
22 Y~J~i1f:f10ac1> 
~~A~ta!2~tfiAUFCI+88J 
31 CO~TINUE 
~eJ~~=fs~l~1J-SCI-lJ)/(X(I+ll-X,l-l)) 
RGH(l)=~HJ$G$H(l)OSLJPE 
16 ~GrlBCl)=KGHCillPA~C-l•O+JO) 
RGHCNJ=~HO~G~HCN)$(SCNl-SCM))IDELX 
RG~BCN)=~GHCNJIPA$(-leD+JJJ 
PRINT INITIAL ICE SHEET P~JFILE 
~~~~iltl~ 1~lNITIAL PROFILE'l/J 119 
wRITECo l~OJXKM(l) H(lJ ~KM 11 U(l) ~GHB(l) TAUBBCl) 12~ FO~MAtclx,F5.~,4X,~9.4,~X,Fl3.~,2x,~10.3,30l,F12.1,5x,F12.11 
DU 19 1=5iM,4 
WRITECo,lJ4JSIGXBCI-lJ WR1TEC6,120lX~M(lJ,HCil,RKHCIJ,UCIJ,~GHSCIJ1TAUeBCIJ 
lftl•Ll·K~RNO) THEN IFCKGRNa.LE•l+4) WRITEC6,2J6J 
Lo 26
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
206 
19 
119 
FORMATC 1 -------------•J EN:llF CONTINUE WRITE(b,lJ4JSIGXBfN-2J 
WRITEC6 119JXKMCNJ HCNJ1~KMCNJ U(NJ ~GH6CN) FO~HATcix1F5.~,4X,f9.4,3X,Fl3.~,2x,~10.3,30x,F12.7) 
WRITEC6,l 6) 
00 75 K=l,lJ 
CALCULATE NEW RESISTIVE DRAG 
oa 24 1=1,N-1 
TAUPCIJ=TAUF(l) 
24· CONT l NUE 
KGRND=KGRNOP 
14 00 12 l=llN HPCll=HPP I) 
IFCleLTeKGRNDJ SPCIJ=HPCIJ+8EDCIJ 
12 IFCI.GE.KGRNOJ SPCIJ=HP( IJ$(l-RH0/1J25·D+OOJ 
c C CALCULATE DRIVING STRESSES 
c 
c 
c 
c 
DO 17 1=2fH SLJPE=CS( +lJ-S(l-lJJ/CXCl+lJ-XCI-lJJ 
SLJPEP=CSPCI+lJ-SPCI-lJJ/CXCI+lJ-XCI-lJJ RGrlllJ=RHJ$G$(H(JJ$SLOPE+HPCIJ$SLOPEPJ/2•D+Ol 
17 RGHS(lJ=RGHClJ/PAoC-1.JO+OJJ 
SLJPE=CSCNJ-SCMJJ/DELX 
SLJPEP=CSPCNJ-SP(~)JIDELX 
~GHCNJ=RHD*G$(H(~J~SLJP:+HPCNJ$SLDPE?Jl2·D+OJ 
RGHBCNJ=RGHCNJ/PAOC-1.JD+OOJ 
SET ALL VELJCITI2S, DRIVING STRESSES A~D BASAL SHEAR STR=sscs 
AT lCc DIVIDE EQUAL TO ZE~u 
UClJ=O•JD+OO 
RGH(lJ=o.oo+OJ 
RGH8(1J=J.OD+:>O 
TAU8Cll=O·OD+JO 
TAUPClJ=O.OO+lO TAJSBClJ=:>.JO+OO 
UPClJ=O.JD+JO 
C USE GIVEN BASAL DRAG TJ CALCULATE NEW O~VIATORIC STRESSES ON 
C ICE SHEET SIGXC2J=FORCEIC(H(lJ+H(2J)/2•0+00) 
SIGPPC2J=FORCEP/((HPPClJ+HPPC2lJ12·D+OOJ SIGXPC2l=SIGPP(2l 
DD 8 1=21M GRAD=CCTAUBCIJ+TAJP(l))/2.0+00+RGHCIJJ•2·D+OO*D:LX 
HTS=CHCIJ+HCl-1JJ$SIGXCIJ+CHP(IJ+HPCI-1JJ$SJ~PPC IJ STH=SlGXCI+lJ$(H(l+lJ+HCIJJ 
HP~=HPCl+lJ+HPCll SIGPPCl+lJ=(HJS+GRAD-5THJ/HPH 
SIGXBCl+lJ=SlGPPCl+ll/PA 8 CO~TINUE 
c C CALCULATE VELOCITIES FROM THE ICE OIVID: TO GROUNDING LIN: C USE FLOW LAW 
su>is=o.oo+oo 
27 1 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
DO ll J=2f N INTcGR4TE CS GMAXl*~(3)00ELTA X 
IF CSIGPPCJJ.LT.JJ THEN 
SIGPPCJJ=SlGPPCJJ$C-l·JD+JOJ 
CU8E=SIGPPCJ)$$J.O+JJ 
cueE=CUBE*(-1.JO+OJ) 
ENDIF 
IF (SIG?P(J).GE.OJ THEN 
CUBE=SIGPPIJ)$03.0+JJ 
END IF 
su~=SUM+CUBE*DELX 
CALCULATE VELOCITIES 
VEL(JJ=FLDW>:cSUM 
10 UP(Jl=VELCJ)$SPA 
USE FJ~WARO DIFFcRENCING TJ COMPUTE NEW THICKNESSES 
KEEP ANNUAL ACCUMULATION CJNSTANT 6E=O•l 
TIME STEP HAS BEEN DEFINED AS 1 Y=AR 
DHJT(lJ=8~-C(H(2J*UC2J/DELXl+CHPC2l*UPC2)/DELXJJ/2·D+OJ 
HPPtl>=DHDTtll*TlME+HClJ 
DO 11 1=2
1
M 
HOU=CHP(I O(UPCI+lJ-UPCI-lJJ+HIIJoCUCI+l)-UCl-lJJJIDELX 
JD~=IUPCI *CH?CI+ll-HPCI-l)J+JCIJ$(ri(l+l)-HCI-llll/DELX 
HUR=(H(lJOu(IJ+HPCIJ$U?CIJJIC2.D+OJ$~(l)) 
OHOTCll=-CHDU+UDHl/4.0+JJ-HUR+eE 
HPP(IJ=OHDTCll*TIME+HCIJ 
11 CONTINUE 
IFC~·LT·KGRNDJ SPCMJ=eEDCMJ+HPPCMJ 
IF(MaGE.KGRNDl SP(MJ=HP?(MJ$(l-RH0/1J25.Q+OOJ 
IFCM-1.LT·KGRNDJ SP(M-lJ=BED(M-ll+HPP(M-ll 
IFl~-1.GE·KGRNDJ SPCM-1J=HPPCM-l)$(l-RHJl1025·D+OOJ 
SPl~)=(2.J+OO~SPC~ll-S?C~-ll 
IFC~·LT·KGRNDl HPPCNl=SO(NJ-eEDCNl 
lf(~·GE·KGRNDJ HP?CNl=SPCNJ/(l-RHO/lJ25.D+00) OHOTtN)=(HPP(NJ-H(N))/TIME 
~~.~~=A?~r~1 
IF(J.LT·KGRNOJ SPCIJ=HPClJ+SEDCll 
IFCl·GE.KGRNOJ SPCIJ=HP(J)$(l-~HD/1~25·D+OOJ 
25 CONTINUE 
CALCULATE DRIVING ST~Ess=s FJR OJTPUT 
30 DO 23 1=2 1 M SLJ?EP=(S?( I+l)-SP<I-ll )I (X( l+ll-XC 1-1) l 
RGHCIJ=~HJ$GOCHPPtll•SLJPEPl 
23 RGHSCIJ=RGHCIJ/PA*C-l·OD+JOJ 
SLJPEP=CSP(NJ-SPC~lJIO=LX 
RGHCNJ=RHO$GOCHPPCNJ~SLJPEPJ 
~GHB(N)=RGHCNJ/PA0(-1.Ju+JJ) 
DO 13 l=lfN . 
DEL=DABSC HPPCIJ-HPCl))IHPCl)J 
IFIDEL.GT.Q.OlO+OJJ GO TO 14 
13 CJ~TINUE 
ICE SHcET IS DEFINED AS GRJUNDED PART OF 1c:, ICE SHELF FLOATING 
FINO GROUNDING LINE 
00 2& J=l1N 
GRN0=-10l~·D+J008EJ(JJ/~HQ 
281 
c 
/>) 
lFCiCJJ.LT.GR~OJ THE~ 
KGRNDP=J 
GJ TD 51 
ENDIF 
26 CJ~TINUE 
51 KGR~DP=J 
115 
15 
103 
1J4 
203 
18 
117 
llb 
70 
21 
75 
105 
DJ 70 J=l l~ If (l(.EQ.JJ TH:N 
L=J>:cTIME 
"RITEC6 115JL 
FJRMATclx,15,• ~EA~5 1 ,/) 
H(l)=HPPtlJ 
OJ 15 1=2 N 
UCIJ=lJPCIJ 
TAJSCI-ll=TAUPCI-ll 
TAuB6CI-lJ=TAUBCI-ll1PA SlGXtll=SIGPP(I) 
SlGXBCIJ=SlGXCIJIPA 
HCIJ=HP?CIJ 
N~lTEC61103JXKM(lJ1HCIJ,~KMCl)1UClJ,~GHSClJ,TAUBBCll,)HJTCll FOR~ATC1X1F5.0,4X,~9.4,3X,Fl3.£,2X,Fl0•3,30X,Fl2•7,SX,Fl2•7,Fl5.7J DO 18 1=6u M 
WRITE(b,1J4JSIGX8(1J 
FJRMA1&50X,Fl2·7l 
~RITE C 6, 103JX101 C I J .i Ii C I J t ~KM C I J , U ( I J , ~ G HBC I J , TAJ 3 lH 1 J , DH J TC I J IFCleLT.KGRNDPJ THcN 
IFCKGRNDP·L~·l+lJ W~ITEC6,2J3J 
FO~~ATt•-------------•) ENOIF -
CJ~TlNUE 
WRITECb,lJ4JSIGXd&NJ 
"~ITECb1117JX(M(~liHCNJ,~KMCNl1U(NJ,~GH6(NJ,aHJTCNJ 
FJRMATC!X,F5.J,4X,r9.4,3X,Fl3•lt2X,FlJ.3,30X,Fl2•7,17X,Fl5•7l WR1TEC6,116) 
FJRMAl(/) 
ENOIF CJNTINUE HCl)=HPPClJ 
lF(l.LT·KGRNDl SCIJ=H(l)+EEO(lJ 
IF(l.GE.KGRND) S(l)=H(l)~(l-RHJ1102s.o+OJJ 
OJ 21 1=2JN UCJJ=UP(I 
TAJ3Cl-ll=TAUPCI-ll 
FLJ~CE=FO~CEP 
H(l)=HP?Cl) 
IF(J.LT·KGRNOJ 5(1J=H(l)+8EO(IJ 
IFlleGE.KGRNOJ SCIJ=H(lJ$(l-RHO/l025·D+OJl 
SlGXCIJ=SIGPPC Il 
CD~TlNlJE 
WRITEC6 11J5) Fu~'1ATC l') 
STJP 
END 
//GO.FTJ2F001 DD DS~=TS1304·T~JB,DISP=SH~ 
//GO.FTJ3F001 uO DSN=TS13J4.SIGMAX,~15P=SH~ 
//GO.FT04FJ01 OJ JSN=TS13J4.VEL DISP=SHR 
//GO.FTJ3F001 OD uSN=TSl3~4.N:wtAU,DISP=SH~ 
l/GO·SYSIN OD * 
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Figures 
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Fig. 1. Map view of flow line used for calculations. 
Complete flow line extends to the end of the ice shelf (after 
Jankowski and Drewry, 1981). 
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Fig. 2. Bed and surface elevations for the present ice sheet. 
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Fig. 3. Distributions of resistive drag just up-glacier from the 
grounding line: a) initial stress distribution calculated for the 
present ice sheet, b) redistribution of resistive drag used to simulate 
a rise in sea level, c) further redistribution of resistive drag to 
test if the response is stable. Spikes occur at transitions between 
inland ice and ice stream and between ice stream and ice shelf. They 
are much reduced with smaller grid spacing and have no bearing on final 
results. 
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Tables 
Table 1. Startup Calculation-Flow Chart 
1. Ice sheet is in equilibrium for initialization. 
oH = O 
at 
2. Set velocity at divide to zero. 
-
ud .. d = o 1V1 e 
3. Calculate U at first grid point. 
4. Calculate velocities from divide to grounding line. 
-H.U. 
u . 1 = (0 ~. 
1
) 2~x -u . ( H . 1-H . 1 ) +U . 1 1+ 1 1+ 1- 1-
1 
5. Calculate stretching stresses. 
(J ' = 
x 
u. - u. 1 1 
( 1 M/- ) 3 
6. Calculate resistive drag. 
't = pgH.((h. 1-h. 1 )2~x) r 1 1+ 1-
Symbol definitions: 
U - verticallly averaged velocity 
H - thickness 
B - annual accumulation rate 
R - radius of curvature of surf ace contours 
A - softness parameter 
a - stretching stress 
x p - ice density 
g - gravitational acceleration 
h - surface elevation 
't - resistive drag 
r 
Table 2. Response Calculation-Flow Chart 
1. Specify from startup procedure. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
~ - resistive drag 
H - thickness 
h - surface elevation 
-U - mean velocity 
a - stretching stress 
~x, new distribution of resistive drag 
r 
Prime(') indicates new estimate for time averaging. 
Double prime ('') indicates best estimate for time averaging. 
Establish first estimates of quantities. 
ii' = u 
H' = H 
h' = h 
(J '' = (J x x 
Hold stretching stress at ice divide or calving front constant as a 
boundary condition. 
time. 
Solve stress equilibritnn for a'' by averaging over both distance and 
x 
a" = ((H. 1 + H.)a ! 1 
xi-.!. 1+ 1 x1+ ( H. I +H . ) a ! 1 + ( H . ' 1 +H. ' ) a ! ' I 1- 1 xi- 1+ 1 x1+ 
- -
2 2 2 2 
-(~ .+~'.)Lix + ~g(H!+H.)(h. 1-h· 1+h! 1-h! 1))/(H! 1+H!) 1 1 4~ 1 1 1+ 1- 1+ 1- 1- 1 
5. Solve flow law for U''. 
Ui+l = (Aaxi~l3)Lix+Ui 
2 
6. Solve continuity for oH/ot. 
~H ( H · +H ' · )(ii . l -ii · l +ii ' · 1-u ' · I ) 
_u_ = 1 1 1+ 1- 1+ 1-
ot 8Lix 
( H · ii· +H ' · ii' · ) 
- 1 1 1 1 + 5. 
2R. 1 
1 
7. Calculate improved thickness, H''. 
H'' = H~t 
ot 
(ii. +U' . )(H · 1-H · l +H' · 1-H' · I) + 1 1 1+ 1- 1+ 1-
8Lix 
8. Compare H' to H''. If change is greater than 1% go to step 3 with new 
H' a· ' ' ii ' h ' • , x , , 
9. Advance one time step, go to step 2. 
• 
Table 3. Results for 36% Change in Resistive Force* 
CHANGES IN ICE SHEET 
Model 
A 
Secondary 
effects 
on 
ice shelf 
B 
Secondary 
effects 
on 
inland 
ice 
Inland 
-No change 
-No impt. 
changes 
-Thinner 
by 
• 002-· 
.01% 
Near 
Grounding Line 
-Inc. -r r-+ inc. surf ace 
slope 
-Dec. T -+dee. surf ace 
slope r 
-Thinner 
-Max. thinning 1.8% 
(14.6 m) 
-45 m grounding line 
retreat 
-Inc. T -+inc. surface 
r 
surface slope 
-Dec. T -+dee. surface 
r 
slope 
-Thinner 
-Max. thinning 1.8% 
(14. 6 m) 
-45 m grounding line 
retreat 
*Reduction covers 115 km zone 
Ice Shelf 
-Dec. surf ace 
slope 
-Thinner near 
grounding 
line 
-Thicker by 
.5 at 
calving 
front 
-Dec. surface 
slope 
-Thinner near 
grounding 
line 
-Thicker by 
.02% at 
at calving 
Time Response 
-Boa to reach 
l/e of final 
changes 
-200a to reach 
90% of final 
changes 
-60a for 
grounding 
line to 
stabilize 
-80a to reach 
l/e of final 
changes 
-200a to reach 
90% of final 
changes 
-60a for 
grounding 
line to 
stabilize 
